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Umbrellas bagging h13901
Umbrellas enveloping machine easy to use. It requires no power supply. It can be placed anywhere

Umbrellas enveloping machine easy to use. It requires no power supply. It can be placed anywhere.

Anyone with a commercial activity of any kind knows that rainy days are particularly difficult: the wet floor to dry constantly,
constantly dripping umbrellas, wet clothes, risk of falls ... customers nervous. On a day of heavy rain you enter a shop to buy
some, hoping to get some 'respite, only to find that you have to be careful at every step, not to slip and not to slam the umbrella
soaked with water against people and objects. What to do?

The solution is the enveloping machine wet umbrellas: umbrella with a single gesture will be packed.

No need to dry the wet floor every half hour, you will not find the goods on display all wet, you will not have customers who
complain because their umbrella left in the crowded entrance is gone! And your customer will have the right of entry subtle
perception that you're working on him totally, also taking care of details like his umbrella bagnato.Potrai show how much you
care about him, how much you care about him and how much you want him to come back by you in your shopping.

The drip is:

● Practical and easy to use - it can solve the problem of wet umbrellas and their constant dripping with a simple move. The
umbrella remains so always with the customer

● Compact and suitable for all public and private environments: its design makes it usable in any location, taking up little
space

● Immediately - used by all
● Sure - it works with simple mechanical motion caused by the umbrella, without batteries or electricity
● meets the requirements of the European Standard 89/654/ECC of 30 November 1989 cap.9.1 "performance of minimum

safety and health requirements for the workplace"

Specifications:

● constructed entirely of stainless steel AISI 430
● Painted ABS resin to prevent water with the passage of time can damage it and arrugginirlo
● width 33.2 cm
● depth 33.8 cm
● height 84 cm
● weight 8.5 kg
● material: stainless steel aisi and resin abs



● capacity: 2000 bags long
● The machine includes a box of 300 bags tribute

For information on costs related to the customization of the machine enveloping umbrellas send an email to info@holity.com

INFO

● Height 84 cm
● Width 34 cm
● Depth 34 cm
● Material Stainless steel
● Capacity 2000 sacchetti


